HEAVY-DUTY

MB 379

for commercial cleaning

The 450 series of commercial
sprayers is unique by design.
The first thing you notice
about a 450 series sprayer is
that it looks different from
any sprayer you have ever
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seen.

Once you have used

one, you will discover that
it performs better than any
other sprayer you’ve ever
used.
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450 Series FEATURES:
Available with 1.5, 2.25, and 3.00 gallon liquid
capacity tank sizes.
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) tank is
translucent. Helps monitor chemical levels.
HDPE is superior to metal in breakage and
corrosion resistance.
The 4.5″ tank opening makes filling and cleaning
easier and safer.
Viton® seals and gaskets used throughout for
safe use with a wide variety of chemicals.
Extra large, heavy- duty pump pressurizes the
tank with less effort than other sprayers.
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a release of stored pressure without costly spray
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ADDITIONAL STANDARD FEATURES
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Webbed Nylon Carry strap.
Convenient Wand Holder in Handle.
No Drip Check Valve eliminates chemical leaking
after spraying is completed.
3 Extra Nozzles to cover a variety of spraying
tasks. Includes one each jet stream, hollow cone,
and flat fan nozzle.
Wide Flat Bottom provides extra stability.
One Year Commercial Use Warranty.
Readily Available Parts. Most require no tools
to replace!

Model
Liquid Capacity
Weight
Carton Size
Pallet Quantity
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1.5 Gal.
5.5 Lbs.
24″ x 9″ x 8.75″
75

Extra large pump handle and heavy duty piston
provide superior comfort and durability.
Automatic Pressure Relief Valve releases at 45 psi
to avoid dangerous over inflation! It also allows
outs or difficult tank openings.

Extra Long (4′) clear, nylon reinforced, high
pressure hose is tough yet extremely flexible.
28″ Wand & Shut-Off Assembly is exceptionally
durable and provides extended reach!
Brass Fan Nozzle is designed specifically for
cleaning applications. 3 Extra nozzles included!

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES
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Foamer Conversion Kit – Converts any 450
Series Sprayer into a foaming sprayer. Order part
#49 00 642.
Brass Adjustable Nozzle Kit – Provides variable
spray patterns from a stream to a fine mist. Order
part #06 10 410-P.
Pump Repair Kit – Provides easy replacement of any
worn “O” ring or seal. Order part #49 00 405-K.
A wide variety of wands, extensions, and nozzles are
available to customize your sprayer.

456-HD
2.25 Gal.
6.25 Lbs.
24″ x 9″ x 8.75″
75

5100 Chestnut Avenue
Newport News, VA 23605

457-HD
3 Gal.
7 Lbs.
24″ x 9″ x 8.75″
75

Phone: (757) 245-4228
Order Desk: (800) 765-6462
Fax: (757) 245-0800

e-mail: solo@SoloUSA.com
www.solousa.com

